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FOREWORD

I don't want what follows to appear argumentative or defensive.

This is not easy to do because there are significant differences in

our work. I try to identify some of these differences and give the

reasons for what I do that differs from what he does. I do not try

to give the reasons for what he does because, in his publications, he

has already done this much better than I can. He speaks very well

for himself and doesn't need me to do so for him.

I believe our differences are more a matter of style, of personality,

than of theory or content. I do not think our treatments of

organizational learning are in conflict; think they are

complementary. However, there is no doubt that what we do within

an organization is quite different. It is not at all apparent to me

how our approached can by synthesized. Therefore, the question that

I hope we can answer together is: How to employ both approaches

simultaneously in a collaborative way within an organization?

also hope CQM can provide us with an opportunity to test whatever

answer we come up with.
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SOURCES OF LEARNING

There are only two sources of learning: people and experience. Those

who have learning to transmit have either attained it from others or

experience. However, all learning ultimately comes from experience.

Argyris is primarily concerned with enabling people to learn more

efficiently from each other. This is obviously a legitimate and

important concern but it is not the focus of my work. I focus on

changing the structure and functioning of the organization - for

example, the circular organization and the internal market economy

- so as to remove environmental obstructions to individual and

interpersonal learning.

The alleged learning that is transmitted from one person to another

is not always valid; it can consist of misinformation, ignorance,

misunderstanding, etc. No matter how or how much ignorance is

shared, it does not produce either data, information, knowledge,

understanding, or wisdom. For me it is very important to distinguish

between these. I believe they form a hierarchy of value, data being

the least valuable, wisdom the most. Therefore, I focus on the

acquisition of understanding and wisdom more than on information

and knowledge.

Furthermore, since all learning ultimately comes from experience, it

is such learning that is of primary concern to me together with
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making what is learned available and accessible to others in the

organization of which the learner is a part.

I am not only concerned with facilitating the process by which

people learn from experience, but also with the ways they fail to

learn because either they don't acknowledge their mistakes or, if

they do, they fail to determine their causes and correct them.

We only learn from mistakes. When we do something right we

already know how to do it but we may get additional confirmation of

what we know, and this has some value. Organizations that treat

mistakes as a "no-no" - and therefore encourage their being hidden

or denied - limit learning. If mistakes are either not made or not

recognized when made, not only is there a lack of learning but also a

lack of innovation. All innovation involves the possibility of error.

Therefore, an innovative organization must have a high tolerance for

error but insist on learning from it. The Learning and Adaptation

Support System I have designed and use tries assures such learning.

Furthermore, there are two kinds of mistakes: (1 )errors of

commission: doing something that should not have been done, and (2)

errors of omission: not doing something that should have been done.

It has been my experience and observation that errors of omission

are generally much more serious than errors of commission because,

among other reason, they tend to be less reversible and their effects

last longer. However, current corporate accounting systems can at
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best only reveal errors of commission! Then, combining

organizational disdain for any type of error and the fact that only

errors of commission can be revealed, the best strategy for a

security-seeking manager is clearly to do nothing or as close to it

as possible.

I am vitally concerned with making errors of omission visible and

learning from them. Therefore, I give them special attention.

To correct an error is to make a decision. Such decisions can also be

a source of learning: of learning how to learn, what the

cyberneticians call deutero-Iearning. This is a major concerns for

both of Argyris and me, but I have designed a specific procedure for

generating such learning.

I try make everything that any member of an organization learns

available and accessible to all others in the organization who have a

legitimate need to know it. To the extent that access is provided,

dependence on conversation to obtain knowledge, understanding, and

wisdom from another person is either reduced or made unnecessary.

However, I recognize that discussion and conversation is a way of

discovering what one knows, or is in doubt about, or what one does

not know. Therefore, I value discussion and conversation, but tend

to place see it in a supportive role, or as a way of transmitting what

has been learned when a systematic way of learning from

experience, such as I have deslqned, is not available. This,
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unfortunately, is more often the case than not. Therefore, there is a

great deal of need for the kind of work Argyris does, but when I have

a chance to do something for an organization relevant to learning, I

want to provide them with the kind of Learning and Adaptation

Support System described in my article.

Argyris stimulates learning through structured discussion. do the

same but the structure I employ differs from his. embed

discussion in a design process. I do this for several reasons. First,

dissolving a problem is better than solving it because dissolution

eliminates the problem and the possibility of its reappearing.

Problems are dissolved by redesigning the system that has it, or its

environment. Second, in the process of designing a system,

particularly with all constraints removed, one learns in the best

possible way how the system ought to work. For example, as an

architectural student and later as a practicing architect it became

apparent to me that no amount of lecturing about how to design a

house was as effective a learning experience as designing one and

implementing it. For these reasons a good deal of my work focuses

on idealized design and problem dissolution as instruments of

learning.

Argyris discusses in detail his concept. of an initial phase of a

"learning" engagement. I do as well but our processes are quite

different. I call my process formulating the mess. This process

involves the following aspects:
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• A system analysis: a detailed description of how

the system currently operates - revealing the

flows of material, information, and money and the

capacity of each treatment facility.

• An obstruction analysis: identification of those

characteristics and properties of the system that

obstruct its progress. This includes identifying

internal conflicts and what I call "the rules of the

game" which correspond to what Argyris calls the

"theory of action."

• Reference projections: projections of aspects of

the system's future assuming (') no change in its

current plans, policies, programs, etc.; and (2) the

future environment will be exactly what is

currently expected. (Both assumptions are false.).

• A reference scenario: a description of how and why

the organization would destroy itself if the

assumption made above were true. This reveals the

Achilles heel of the organization, the seeds of its

self-destruction. Removal of these becomes a

target of subsequent decision making and planning.

The reference scenario is a synthesis of what is learned in the first

three phases.
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In my procedure, mess formulation is carried out by 3-5 high

potential young people in the organization who have been in the

organization for no more than five years and who have wide access

within the organization. I have found that those selected do not

hesitate to discuss the undiscussable, particularly when sanctioned

and protected by an outside authority respected by their superiors.

The formulation of the mess is then submitted to the principal

decision makers for thorough discussion with mess team and among

themselves.


